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Questions & Answers 
with Dutch author Annelies George 

 

In the press release “Can World Peace be enabled by Quantum Physics?” you mention the 
coherence between the increasing level of terror/war on the one hand and science on the other 
hand. Is it not a bit too simplistic to state that World Peace can be achieved if people will change 
their attitude?  I could have come up with the same statement! 
 
Annelies: 
The latter is definitely true. However, what I want to make clear is that the snowball effect of evil 
ideas and thoughts is not a co-incidental thing of like-minded spirits. Quantum Physics proves that 
lesser developed particles will take the form of a more developed one once they meet, replicating the 
process along the way. At a certain point in time a critical mass has been reached; in other words, in 
no time a whole bunch of lesser developed particles will reform into the structure of the mass. And 
that is exactly why people like Hitler or any terrorist group gained and are still gaining ground. If we 
become fully aware that this is the way science works, we should definitely use it to our advantage. 
And that’s where we are arriving at the point you made; if we try to be more conscious of our 
everyday behaviour, we can slowly start a counter-movement, hopefully reaching a critical mass that 
will make people do exactly the opposite of what ill-minded people are trying to achieve, creating 
more harmony, respect, love and peace on this planet. 
 
And you all discovered this during a “Munay-Ki”-class? 

Annelies: 
To a certain extent. In the syllabus of the workshop, there was a reference made to Quantum Physics 
in the light of a prophecy around the number 144,000. I started to dig deeper into it, but didn’t reflect 
on it until I was writing “Darkness & Light”, my second novel in the Jessie Golden series.  The heroine 



of the story, Jessie Golden, is reading a speech that a psychic delivered while in trance. It was then 
that my mind clicked. I decided to reflect in that fiction speech my own thoughts about life and how it 
once started in close conjunction with the theory of Quantum Physics and the current state of the 
world. 
 
Sounds like this character Jessie Golden is in fact Annelies George…. 
 
Annelies: 
To some degree that’s true. Her spiritual journey resembles mine in a certain way, although she is a 
fictional character. I think most writers put some of their own experiences or those of others in their 
work, and I am not an exception. Through my books I can indeed voice my own point of view on 
certain (sometimes delicate) topics, although I aim to do this in a respectful way. The Theory of 
Quantum Physics is one of the subjects I touch on, as well as other topics like the coherence between 
our acting and the natural disasters occurring around the globe, the mystery of life after death and 
some supernatural events that can’t be explained by rational thinking. 
 
Are you a rational person or more a dreamer? The latter comes to mind given your statement 
about World Peace.  
 
Annelies: 
Funny you ask since people who have known me for years definitely will answer that I am a very 
rational person. Normally I have to see and study the matter before I believe. Besides, when you work 
for large multinational organizations with high targets to be (over)achieved on a monthly base, you 
can’t deliver when you’re a dreamer. You need to figure out ways that make sense to reach the KPIs 
of your company. However, during the course of the years I went on my own “spiritual” journey and 
encountered things which I could not explain with my mind. But I’m still a feet-on-the-ground woman. 
And as for World Peace, you still didn’t hear what I’m trying to make clear. It’s not a utopia, but 
science proving that it can be achieved if we try.  
 
In 2016 you were also inspired to start “Loveable Light”. Why? 
 
Annelies: 
Correct. That also was an outcome of the reflection on the very same chapter in the second part of 
the series I spoke about before. I was so fed up with all the terrible news I read and saw on television 
each day that I decided it was time to act. In the spirit of the expression “he or she who be perfect 
pass the first stone,” I initiated Loveable Light. In essence Loveable Light is in every human being. We 
only need to find it, love ourselves and share that beautiful loving light with others. It’s all about 
being more conscious about our everyday behaviour. Look, I’m not Mrs Perfect either, but at least I 
try to correct myself on a daily basis in the way I approach people and life itself. Smile when you pass 
a random person in the streets. Greet somebody when you’re standing in an elevator. Visit a parent, a 
friend, an aunt that you haven’t seen for a while and shower them with your loving presence. Be 
respectful when voicing your own opinion, and so on and so on. Bottom line: every little bit helps, if 
only we try!  
 
In the article you refer to a first event you organized. Could you tell us a little bit more, please? 
 
Annelies: 
Inspired by the Munay-Ki class and the prophecy referred to, I tried to gather people in different 
places in the Netherlands to watch the sun rise, holding hands together and creating a flow of 
positive energy. Although a well-known Dutch person supported my initiative, we were not able to 
gain any traction in the media. Most of the newspapers told me they didn’t believe in this “mumbo 
jumbo” and the ones I got interested decided they rather wanted to fill their pages with yet another 



horrible murder or criminal act than this peaceful event, inspired by the theory of Quantum Physics. I 
thought, It is what it is and didn’t let myself get discouraged by the media’s attitude or the small 
number of people who participated. I was and am still very happy with each and every person who 
took the time to come to this sunrise on that particular September morning, marking the start of a 
new way forward. 
 
Between now and then, not much happened with your initiative. What is the reason for this lack of 
activity? 
 
Annelies: 
A lot happened in my private life. I had to find a way to combine the care for my mother, who suffers 
from Alzheimer’s and lives with me since my father died, on the one hand, with my ambition to write 
and share my thoughts on topics that concern everybody and finding a new, suitable, less stressful job 
on the other hand. That consumed most of my time. In the end I managed. It gives me peace of mind, 
enabling me to concentrate more on Loveable Light and my writing. 
 
To conclude: you’re back on track, so World Peace after all?! 
 
Annelies: 
You bet! At least I am going to do my utmost to share the working of Quantum Physics and other 
relevant topics through my books and videos I post on my website: www.anneliesgeorge.com and 
Facebook page: www.facebook.com/anneliesgeorgeauthor. I hope that we can all start to make a 
difference and turn the world in the long run into a peaceful environment to live in. 
 
 

******* 
 
 

Do you want to interview Annelies and learn more? Please feel free to 
contact her: pr@anneliesgeorge.com and either Elisabeth Alblas or Carla 
Petersen will get in touch with you. You can also fill in the contact form 
displayed on the website: www.anneliesgeorge.com/contact-annelies-
george/  

 
Thank you for your interest, 

 
Annelies George 
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